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Higher RMPS 

Introduction 

 

You have chosen to take RMPS at higher level.   

RMPS means Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies  

 The  credits for this  higher  are  accepted at all universities and colleges.  

 Throughout the course you will be encouraged to engage, question, think, analysis and evaluate.  

 The course has 3 components, World Religion, Morality and Belief and  Religion, Philosophical Questions 
(RPQ). 

Mrs Brady teaches  World Religion 

Mrs McCoy (PT of RE) teaches Morality and Belief   .   

Please use the following to contact me if you have any questions or if I can be of help .   

Glow: gw09mccoymarianne@glow.sch.uk  or  on Twitter  - mariannemccoy10 

Mrs Hernon  teaches RPQ  

Each member of staff has attached an outline of their part of the course to give you a flavour of what is 
expected this year.  

The skills involved in RMPS 

 

The skills involved in RMPS are Knowledge and Understanding, Analysis and 
Evaluation. 

What is Knowledge and Understanding (KU)? 

It is presenting the facts .    

The facts must be Accurate, Relevant and Detailed (RAD).   These facts can include scripture reference, quotes, case 
studies  or views from religion or non-religious groups/ people.   

Within the Analysis questions, worth 10 marks,  KU is work 6 marks and within an Evaluation essay  with 20 marks 
KU is worth 10marks .   

Knowledge and Understanding is very important.  

These are  KU sentence starters which points the marker exactly to your KU  

One argument  Some Christians believe…... An example of this is …. 
X is when you believe …. To explain… The main argument is …. 
One religious’ viewpoint on X…. There is also…. A Christian response to the issue 

may be…. 
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What is Analysis? 

Analysis means  doing something with information you have used in the KU .  This could be identifying and 
explaining  relationships, using scripture/quotes/case studies, and explaining e.g.  the impact it has on the issue, or 
how the quote/scripture links to other beliefs and practices. 

These are  Analysis  sentence starters which points the marker exactly to your analysis  

Some Christians think that… This shapes most Christians views... X is a key issue/concept because… 
One way X links with Y is… This relates to… X’s example teaches…...  
Other people think that…. Both agree …… Most Christians would /not agree 

since…. 
 

What is evaluation? 

Evaluation means making a judgement based on evidence.  

 This is a hard skill to pick up marks as you must ensure you have  developed the point enough .   

 Evaluation marks are given for explaining the relevance/usefulness/ importance of the viewpoint, case study, 
source, scripture, being able to explain the positive or negative aspects,  or the strengths/ weaknesses . 

 In evaluation it is vital to mirror the wording of the question – if the question is asking how valid a view is, your 
evaluation points should  start with, ‘this shows that the view is valid because…’ as it shows you are making a 
relevant point and are answering the questions .  Don’t be afraid to use the first person evaluation , ‘I think… I 
believe…’ as it keeps your intentions clear . 

These are  Evaluation   sentence starters which points the marker exactly to your evaluation  

I agree strongly… This makes ….clear that…. Catholics could not accept …. 
Because… 

This contradicts X because… It is morally wrong because…. From a religious viewpoint this 
cannot ever be accepted because… 

One weakness of this is ….because.. As an overall conclusion, I would 
say…. 

Christians would strongly disagree 
because…. 
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MORALITY AND BELIEF 

 

The area we will be studying in is Medicine and the Human Body .  

The course content for this section is,  

 use of embryos 

 organ donation  

 end of life. 

  This section is very interesting as the moral issues taught are extremely relevant due to the ever-changing aspects 
of medicine. These issues can  affect the whole of society or in some cases vulnerable individuals, e.g. the  sick, 
unborn, disabled, or elderly, due to the moral issues which surround the issues.    

Before we begin with the course content it is important to understand the following. 

 

 

What is Morality ? 

Morality is about right or wrong.  A moral person is a person who would live a good life, an immoral person would 
be someone who would live a life opposite.    

Over history there are times, places, cultures, and situations, where something may seem moral but to others the 
same situation maybe perceived differently.   

Many people think morality is determined by situations and experience, others believe morality originates from 
laws and rules, others believe morality comes from God or deities, whereas others believe each person is born 

programmed to know right from wrong in our brains.  

What is belief?  

For many belief is linked to our upbringing, culutre and the influences from the surrounding environment. 
However, for many people belief can also come from  religious communities in which we may belong.   Throughout 
life some people may challenge and reassess their beliefs while others are more relaxed. Some people may uphold 
their beliefs , whereas for others their beliefs are in the background.   

Morality and belief are strongly linked   What you think is right is also what you believe to be and therefore 
morality can equal belief.  However, the realtionship between morality and belief isn’t always simple as belief can 
come before morality.  E.g. ‘I believe A so this make me choose B.’ Sometimes belief comes after morality. ‘I do A 
therefore I believe /I must believe B’ 

Within Medicine and the Human body you will be encouraged to think about your own beliefs and morality.  
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The issues we cover will require you to consider a range of moral responses from which 
you will develop your knowledge and  understanding, and be able to analyse, explain and 
evaluate.   These are the issues and the content covered. 

Issue Content 
Use of embryos Reproductive technologies – IVF 

Genetic Screening and selection 
Stem Cell research 

Organ donation Living Donation 
Right to Donate 
Donation after Death 
Presummed and informed consent 

End of Life  Euthanasia 
Palliative Care 
Assisted Dying 

For each issue you will develop your knowledge and understanding of authoritative responses from religious and 
non religious groups 

The table below shows where the  key moral  repsonses and where the authoritative responses come from  

Moral responses Authoritative Response 
Christianity  - Religious  The Bible 

 Key religious figures 
Prayer 

Catholicism  - Religious  Scripture 
Tradition 
Key religious figures  
Works of key charities 
Theologians 
Encyclicals 
Catechism of the Catholic Church  

Humanists – Non religious view  Humanists make choices in a variety of ways.  Most 
likely, Humanists make moral choices by gathering as 
much evidence as possible and consulting the  evidence 
using reason to reach a conclusion. Humanists are 
autonomous in their approach to making moral 
decisions. Humanists is a philosophy through its 
approach and way of life.   

Utilitarian- Non Religious view This is based on the priniciple that any moral choice 
must result in the ‘greatest good or happiness for the 
greatest number.’   This means that the benefits and 
costs to each moral choice are weighed up to who they 
affect and how they are affected.    The founders were 
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill 
(1806-73)  
Two branches of Utilitarianism.  Act and Rule . Act – 
used either real or predicted consequences of actions to 
decided what is right or wrong.  Rule -  a set of rules or 
a rule that are applied to decided what to do in certain 
situations to maximise happiness 

  Read the following and repsond 

 How do you make a moral decision? What influences you? 

 What role is played by religion when people are making a moral decision.  
How does this reflect the place of religion in society as whole, especially during these uncertain times? 

 Why might sacred scripture not be easily applied to moral issues in the 21st centurary? 

 List 3 moral dilemmas. For each dilemma explain the advice  a Christian, a Catholic, a Humanist and a 
Utilitarian may give ? What sources might they consult when giving advice 

You can email  your responses to  gw09mccoymarianne@glow.sch.uk  or  on Twitter  - mariannemccoy10 
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